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CEO’S CORNER 
As dreams come true, life is exhilarating! Such was the dream of 
taking students from the Watts community of Los Angeles to     
Belize. It was a miracle; students partnering with students. Our 
youngest student, Geovanny Martinez ignited this experience. The 
2012 Olympics in London had students beaming. The success of 
Team USA caused our community to buzz. Who is Sharon Randall? 
She is a gift to Eagle Empowerment! Join us Saturday, October 20th 
@ 4:00pm and meet Sharon Randall. 

Carol Houston 

 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM BELIZE 
 

It was worth the commitment and sacrifice to serve as one of six chaperons for Youth Tour 
2012 International trip to Belize. The trip to Belize was designed to enrich the lives of       
students from the Watts community of Los Angeles and Belizean students. In the process, I, 
(Akinfemi Joseph Akinwale) learned things that impacted my life forever. The interaction 
between Eagle Empowerment students and Pathlight students was fascinating. I liken the     
children of Pathlight to a jewelry box, they sparkled. One can easily see that their spirit was 
one of beauty. The children were pure, kind, and gentle. Eagle Empowerment students 
bonded very quickly with their partners. I learned great lessons from observing these          
relationships evolve; no matter the environment, possessions or position, nothing can take the 
place of a good heart. The students gave their heart in every activity. 
 

Many thoughts come to mind when I reflect on the trip to Belize. Serving as a chaperon allowed me to have a special perspective of Youth 
Tour 2012. Here are a few observations: Belize served as a “flashlight” for the entire team. The new environment shined a light on the    
character of each team member. I saw students demonstrate a great level of curiosity. No matter where we placed these children, they would 
conduct themselves well. Students enjoyed “testing the waters”, as they were open to try new foods, learn new games and visit a dark cave. 
 
There were moments when I focused on adults and other chaperons. I found inspiration from Ms. Gladys Taylor who was the oldest    
member of the traveling team. One may believe that she would not participate in many activities. Ms. Gladys participated in ALL activities. 
And she did so with a cheerful, sweet spirit. I found myself saying “when I grow up…I want to be as excited about life as Ms. Gladys”.   
Another adult I found inspiring was Mr. Mateo, from the Jaguar Creek staff. While the group was painting in Armenia and St. Margaret   
villages, he was teaching students how to build bookcases. He had a smile on his face at all times. I could only pray and hope that the works 
of my hands will be accompanied with the joy I saw in others during this marvelous tour. 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

GEOVANNY’S EXPERIENCE 
 

At nine years old, Geovanny Martinez was the youngest student participant on the tour to Belize. Geovanny is a very bright and promising 
young man that has a hunger to learn. He soaked up all he could during his trip. We asked him what he liked about Belize and partnering 
with students served by Pathlight International, a non-profit organization that raises funds to pay the tuition of high school and college    
students. His list was a page long. Here are a few highlights Geovanny shares:  
 
“I enjoyed meeting and working with, my student-partner, Jerson. I enjoyed playing with him when we had free time. 
I assisted in painting a couple of classrooms for a school and even helping to build  bookshelves. My favorite sight was 
the Mayan ruins where we explored the main temple of Xunatunich. I climbed several stairs to reach the top and the 
view made it worthwhile. I was able to see Guatemala from the high point of the temple ruins. I loved cave tubing at 
Mt. Herman’s Cave where I was able ride the water in a donut shaped floater. We were equipped with a flashlight 
strapped around our head. I saw rock formations in the cave and bats! At Jaguar Creek I enjoyed    swimming and 
sleeping under a net in my cabana. I heard different jungle animals at night. I participated in a “Cultural Plunge”. 
It’s another name for a scavenger hunt where we looked for certain items while we were touring downtown Belmopan, 
the capital city of Belize. I enjoyed visiting the different villages, the zoo and playing games.” 
 
Geovanny had a wonderful time meeting new friends and learning about the Belizean culture. He is 
looking forward to his next international trip.       Geovanny with partner, Jerson 



 

 

OLYMPIC LESSONS 
 

 
This summer was eventful on a global scale. We kicked it off with our Youth Tour 
2012 trip to Belize and within the same month, the 2012 Summer Olympics          
commenced in the United Kingdom. Eagle Empowerment serves to motivate      
children into thinking globally and educating them beyond what they are exposed to 
in their neighborhoods. The Olympics are not only fun, but very educational. Here 
are some things our students learned from the 2012 Summer Olympics: 
 
It’s a Big World 
One of the most intriguing aspects of the Olympic Games is how many nations 
gather in one location and put aside their differences while participating in sporting         
competitions. The unity shown during the Olympic Games provide great lessons in 
working together  despite differences. Unity produces power! 
 

Practice, Practice, Practice 
Each competitor in the Olympics train for many years in order to qualify for competition. It is significant for children and teens to focus on 
the importance of setting goals and practicing to achieve their highest potential. They watched Gabby Douglas - at only 16 years old - win 
four gold medals for the USA. After watching her performance many asked, “How did she do that?” The answer is, she put forth dedication, 
and lots, and lots of practice, and hard work. Practice sharpens and enhances natural talent. 
 
The Power of Teamwork 
Several sporting events were centered on team sports. The unified stance between teammates towards a common goal is inspiring. Our youth 
were able to learn the power of teamwork as they watch team members encourage each other. We really are better together. There were many 
great moments broadcasted through electronic and social media. It was a great opportunity for children to witness and share in the          
excitement of historic Olympic moments. Our students are inspired to succeed. We will forever encourage students to achieve there        
established goals. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 

FALL CELEBRATION DINNER 
 
The Board of Directors of Eagle Empowerment is elated to announce the special invited guest for our 2012 Fall      
Celebration Dinner. Sharon Randall was instrumental in exposing Eagle Empowerment across America in 2000. As an 
Associated Press (AP) contributor, Sharon wrote an article in January 2000 sharing the plans of Eagle Empowerment’s 
first national bus tour with students from the Watts community of Los Angeles, then slated to depart July 2000. She is 
an award-winning writer and currently a columnist for Scripps Howard News Service in Washington, D.C. Her weekly   
column is distributed to some 400 newspapers and an estimated 6 million readers nationwide. We are honored to salute 
Sharon Randall this October 20, 2012 at 4:00pm at the DoubleTree Hotel, 2 Civic Plaza, Carson, CA. 
 

Students will be celebrated during this evening of joy. Donors will appreciate the accomplishments of students through 
the programs of Eagle Empowerment. Most of all, we anticipate a gathering of friends and family enjoying a fabulous meal and   
cheering promising students into a future of global exploration. The requested donation per person is $50.00. Plan to join us. 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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OUR MISSION STATEMENTOUR MISSION STATEMENTOUR MISSION STATEMENT   
 
The goal of Eagle Empowerment is to provide enlightenment for 
the community of South Los Angeles. We empower children and 
adults to think globally by using various educational tools such as 
travel, advocacy, personal growth seminars and tutorial instruction. 
Additionally, we inspire individuals to dream. We support  students 
in discovering their potential.  

FALL CELEBRATION DINNERFALL CELEBRATION DINNERFALL CELEBRATION DINNER 
 
Secure your $50.00 dinner ticket for the celebration Saturday, October 
20, 2012 @ 4:00pm by calling our office at 323-587-1976. We will honor 
students and their many accomplishments. This event will be held at the 
DoubleTree Hotel in Carson, CA. Hotel rooms are reserved for guest at 
the rate of $109.00 per night. Call our Eagle Empowerment office at 
323-587-1976 to hold your room. 

Sharon Randall 

Gabrielle Christina Victoria Douglas 


